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Here's your chance to become a more efficient carpenter. Larry Haun has been a production framer

for more than 35 years and a teacher of apprentices for more than 20. In this book, Haun shows

you, step by step, all the techniques he uses to frame a basic house, from laying down the sills to

cutting the rafters. You'll learn about:  cutting and installing posts and girders joisting and sheathing

fluently laying out, cutting, assembling, and raising walls framing gable roofs, hips and valleys, and

truss roofs building various types of stairs  There is an opening chapter on tools, plans, codes,

permits, lumber, and materials, and additional information throughout the book on safety and

site-built tools. The Very Efficient Carpenter is no less than a complete course in basic framing.
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I bought the book and (then) tapes to educate my family and myself in framing methods so we could

build our proposed 3800 sft house as a family. I was not new to the construction industry, having

worked in the past as an Architect (unlicensed:), a remodeling contractor, and construction

supervisor. I had even acted as the general contractor on my own house. However, I had never

started and completed a house from the ground up built by my own hands.We built our house the

Larry way right down to the purchase of a framing saw. (My children still call it the Larry saw.)

Although our house was *considerably* more complex than the house in the videos, the techniques

illustrated worked just as well. In the end, our drywall contractor commented on how straight and

square the framing was. He never complained about the out of sequence studs, and I've never had



any difficulty finding one to hang a picture or whatever. And frankly, as I put my Architect's hat back

on, it just looks better. I like the re-layout technique.But the most important contribution from Larry

was his systems approach. One might believe that all framers use such an approach, but from my

experience that's generally not the case and a trip about any construction site can prove that true. I

was able to directly compare our work with the work of the carpenter contractor who framed our

then current house seven years earlier and the pro was the one found wanting... The fact that an

forty something man and a 15 year old boy were able to do a professional framing job using some

basic skills and Larry's techniques are a testament to his (complete) thought process. I was and am

impressed.
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